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IS THIS BOOK RIGHT FOR ME?
Not quite sure if this ebook is right for you? See the below description to determine if
your level matches the content you are about to read.

INTRODUCTORY
Introductory content is for marketers who are new to the subject.
The introductory level of this topic is our ebook, An Introductory
Guide to Building Landing Pages. It includes step-by-step
instructions on how to get started with landing pages.

INTERMEDIATE

This ebook!

Intermediate content is for marketers who are familiar with the
subject but have only basic experience in executing strategies and
tactics on the topic. This content typically covers the fundamentals
and moves on to reveal more complex functions and examples.
After reading it, you will feel comfortable leading projects with this
aspect of inbound marketing.

ADVANCED
Advanced content is for marketers who are, or want to be, experts
on the subject. In it, we walk you through advanced features of
this aspect of inbound marketing and help you develop complete
mastery of the subject. After reading it, you will feel ready not only
Share This Ebook!
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to execute strategies and tactics, but also to teach others how to
be successful.
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HubSpot. She helps produce research-based
content for the marketing offers team, such as
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Prior to HubSpot, she managed the cutting-edge
website optimization research cycle at
MarketingSherpa. There, she was the lead
author on the 2012 Website Optimization
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Optimization Handbook, and the 2012 Special
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Introduction
Landing Pages are the foundation of
great inbound marketing strategies.
These pages literally serve as the
location your prospects “land” on your
website. If you are trying to generate
new leads or sell products online,
landing pages are the place to make
that happen.
And in a world where the average
attention span online is about eight
seconds, it’s critical that our landing

F

pages are optimized for instant conversion.
With such a short time to make that first impression, you need to ensure
every piece of your landing page is well-planned and working correctly. In
addition to that, many repeat visitors will come across your landing page.
Optimizing your landing pages will ensure these folks continuously see the
information they expect, helping them become your brand advocates!
This intermediate-level ebook is designed to help you take the next step in
your landing page expertise, and propel those site conversions.
Ready to start optimizing your landing pages?
Share This Ebook!
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CHAPTER 1

A BRIEF REVIEW
OF LANDING
PAge BASICS
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What Is A Landing Page?
Even in an intermediate guide, it’s best to start with the basics. Let’s begin
with a quick review of some core concepts in landing page optimization.
A landing page is a web page that allows you to capture a visitor’s
information through a lead form – it’s where the visitor “lands” after
clicking on a call-to-action. This is the crux of your inbound marketing
strategy; it is the point on your conversion path where you collect the
information that generates a lead.
As a rule of thumb, a landing page usually includes a compelling header,
interesting copy, minimal navigation, and an optimized form. We’ll dive into
the specifics of optimizing your landing pages later in this chapter.

F
“

Landing pages
are effective
for 94% of
B2B and B2C
companies.

”

Source: MarketingSherpa
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In addition to good design, a good landing page employs great strategy.
The best landing pages target a particular audience, such as traffic from
an email campaign to promote a particular offer (as showcased below), or
visitors who click on a pay-per-click ad to promote a specific campaign.

EMAIL

LANDING
PAGE

It’s important to build a unique landing page for each offer you create. You
can build landing pages that allow visitors to download or opt-in to receive
your content offers (coupons, ebooks, whitepapers, webinars, gifts, etc.),
or sign up for offers further down the funnel (free trials, product demos,
contacting a sales rep, etc.).
Share This Ebook!
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Why Are Landing Pages Important?
As we explained above, your landing page is where you capture your leads
or sell your products. Therefore designing an outstanding landing page
experience is critical to effectively converting a higher percentage of your
visitors into leads or sales.
The best marketing is about delivering the right information, to the right
person, at the right time. That’s how you create marketing people love.
Landing pages are a great way to direct your visitors to the most relevant
webpage on your site for them -- the exact page with the offer and the
form they must complete to get what you promoted. This increases the
likelihood that they will convert on that page.

W + U + t=
Right

Right

Right

Marketing

Information

Person

TIME

people love
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But if landing pages are so important, wouldn’t we expect them to be the
most frequent tool in most marketer’s arsenals? It turns out, according
to MarketingSherpa’s Landing Page Handbook (Second Edition), 44% of
clicks for B2B companies are directed to the business’ homepage, not a
special landing page. Furthermore, of the B2B companies that are using
landing pages, 62% have six or fewer total landing pages.

F
“

44% of clicks for
B2B companies
are directed to
the business’
homepage.

”

Source: MarketingSherpa

MarketingSherpa also found that the top reasons businesses don’t use
landing pages is because their marketing department either doesn’t know
how to set them up or they are too overloaded. Luckily, there are a number
of marketing software solutions available to marketers, like HubSpot’s
Landing Pages tool, that makes landing page creation and setup quick
and simple.
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CREATE A LANDING
PAGE IN MOMENTS

Research shows that
companies with 30 or
more landing pages
generate seven times
more leads than those
with fewer than 10.
HubSpot makes it easy
to build sophisticated
landing pages so
you can create more
pages, improve your
conversion rates and
generate more leads.
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REQUEST A DEMO

WATCH VIDEO

3 Responsive templates that adapt to different devices and browsers.
3 An easy-to-use style guide to make broader changes to your
templates.

3 Customizable lead capture forms and auto-response emails.
3 Built-in call-to-action (CTA) builder.
No IT department or web designer necessary -- build a new page in
3
Share This Ebook!
seconds.
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How Do You Use Landing Pages?
Since landing pages play such a critical role in driving leads - and
consequently, revenue - many online marketing firms are building entire
consulting arms with the sole aim of optimizing company landing pages.
What’s interesting about
all these experts is that,
plus or minus a few details,
they all generally agree on
the rules of landing page
design. The key is the
execution. Once you have
the basics down, you can
take your marketing to the
next level by learning how
to use these tools like the
experts.
This ebook is designed to take you through the steps involved in building
and optimizing your landing pages like the pros. Let’s dive into seven ways
that landing pages help marketers accomplish key goals.

Share This Ebook!
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1

Delivering Lead Intelligence

Once prospects provide us with their contact information, we can define
these people as leads and funnel them into our various marketing
campaigns. The more intelligence you have about the leads in your
contacts database -- whether that be personal information, information on
their website activity and behavior, or both -- the better you can segment,
target, nurture, and effectively market to them. Thus, the better the
likelihood that you’ll be able to close them as customers!

Share This Ebook!
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2

Boosting Site SEO

When it comes to extracting maximum lead generation benefits from SEO,
landing pages are great targets. A high-ranking landing page will drive new
leads for you continuously each month. Searchers are already looking for
information online, and if your content matches their searching needs,
they’ll convert on your landing page for the sake of that information.
Our own CMO, Mike Volpe, often jokes about how he could send the
entire marketing team on vacation, and we would still see about the same
monthly lead flow. If your landing pages are optimized for search, and
are valuable resources of information, searchers will naturally continue
to discover these pages and convert on them. Not to mention better
performing landing pages will help boost your site authority in seach!

“

We’ve built up these big marketing
assets that continue driving ROI for
our business. So I could send the
whole marketing team on vacation
at HubSpot, and our new lead flow
wouldn’t actually drop by that much.
-Mike Volpe, HubSpot

Share This Ebook!
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3

Maintaining Lead Flow

There’s a strong correlation between the number of landing pages
you have on your website and the number of leads generated from
that website. Our recent study of over 7,000 customers unveiled that
companies see a 55% increase in leads when increasing their number
of landing pages from 10 to 15, and the leads index number spikes even
more when a company has 40 or more landing pages on their website.
When you’re creating and launching events, offers, and the like, be sure
you’re directing users to customized landing pages for that event or offer.
More landing pages will inevitably help increase lead flow, and specialized
pages will boost landing page conversion rates since they are customized
to the specific needs of your users.

Share This Ebook!
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4

Producing Long-Tail Leads

Landing pages are not one-time tools. Rather, gating your offers behind
landing pages is a great way to continuously deliver evergreen content to
your website visitors.
Your landing pages lay in wait for interested readers. Every time a visitor is
interested in your content, the landing page allows visitors to ‘pay’ you in
contact information for something valuable, like a coupon or white paper.
The landing page is also the tool that allows for this information sharing
and collection.
As we’ve hinted at, HubSpot uses our landing pages to generate leads all
the time. In fact, even though we promote lots of new landing pages every
month, nearly 75% of our monthly leads come from older landing pages!

Knowledge Check: What is Evergreen Content?
Just like the name indicates, evergreen blog content stays
useful season to season, year to year, with little or no need
for upkeep. It can be referenced long after it was originally
published, and even then, it’s still valuable to the reader.
Therefore, evergreen content behind landing page forms
allows you to continuously collect lead information on that
page, no matter how long it’s been!

Share This Ebook!
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5

Advancing Lead Intelligence

Landing pages not only enable you to generate new leads, they also allow
you to track reconversions of existing leads. This information can then be
used to identify which prospects are most engaged with your business.
It also enables you to collect better intelligence on your leads’ behaviors
and activities on your website, which your sales team can use in the sales
process.
The screenshot below is a contact record for Mike Volpe in HubSpot. The
magnified section shows all the forms he has submitted on landing pages,
which can help a sales rep understand what Mike’s experience with
HubSpot has been so far and customize the sales conversation.

Share This Ebook!
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6

Deliver Insight Into Your Marketing
Effectiveness

Every time you create a landing page, you’re creating another data
asset for your marketing program. By tracking and analyzing the metrics
associated with your landing pages, you can collect a lot of insight into
your marketing performance, such as:
• How your various marketing offers compare with one another
• How visitors and leads are converting on your landing pages over time
• How your landing pages drive revenue for your business
• What landing page elements to test and optimize
Collecting such insight helps you optimize and improve your marketing.

Share This Ebook!
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7

Provide Fuel For Other Marketing
Channels

A successful inbound marketing strategy relies on content -- and lots of
it. Landing pages are a great addition to any marketer’s content arsenal
since they can be shared in social media, used as the focus of dedicated
email sends and lead nurturing campaigns, be linked to in PPC ads, and
get found in organic search.
A quick example is outlined below, where we promoted our landing page
for 54 Examples of Brilliant Homepage Design on Facebook. We’ll further
discuss using landing pages as part of a social sharing strategy later in
this ebook.

FACEBOOK
POST

LANDING
PAGE
Share This Ebook!
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CHAPTER 2

OPTIMIZING
every element
of your
landing page
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Basic Optimization Techniques
Now that you have learned why landing pages are the most important lead
generation tool a marketer has available, it’s time to learn the essentials
of landing page optimization. In this chapter, you will:

• .Take a quiz to determine your landing page optimization grade.
•.Review the anatomy of a landing page.

F
“

Only 77% of
marketers are
testing their
headlines.

”

Source: MarketingSherpa
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Landing Page Optimization Quiz
Take this quick quiz to get your landing pages’ optimization grade:

Landing Page Optimization Quiz

Yes

No

							
Does it pass the blink test? Can someone look at your landing page and after
3 - 5 seconds know what the offer is,
why you are offering it, and why it’s
valuable?
Do you have an attention grabbing
headline?
Do you have a relevant image?
Is your copy clear and compelling?

Have you minimized the distractions on
the page (e.g., external navigation or
page friction)?
Do you have an optimized form?
Have you included social sharing
options?
How does your page stack up against this landing pages quiz? In the next
section, we’ll dive into the specifics of an exceptional landing page.
Share This Ebook!
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The Anatomy Of A Landing Page
There are several key components that make a landing page effective
for converting more visitors into leads. Let’s explore some of the key
techniques for building a successful landing page.
Below you’ll see the landing page we’re going to dissect. The numbers on
the page correspond with the descriptions for each landing page element
throughout the rest of this chapter.

2
1
3

6
7

4
9

Share This Ebook!
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1

Headline

As the first landing page element your visitors will likely see first when they
‘land’ on your page, having a clear and concise headline is critical. Use
your headline to sum up your offer as clearly as possible. If it’s an ebook,
say it’s an ebook. If it’s a coupon, say it’s a coupon. What kind of ebook
or coupon is it? What will visitors who convert on your page receive? Why
is this coupon beneficial? Answer these core questions so visitors quickly
understand the basics of what this page is for.

2

Hidden Navigation

In order to reduce friction on your landing page’s bounce rate, and
increase the chances that your visitors will stay on your page, hide any
top and side navigation bars from that page. You don’t want unnecessary
navigation buttons catching your readers’ eye and distracting them from
completing your form. This visitor landed on your page for a reason -- to
receive the offer you promoted. Don’t try to send them to another page
on your site, simply provide them with a seamless way to retrieve the
information you promoted to bring them to your page.

Share This Ebook!
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3

Context

Below your main headline, consider using a subheader to provide a little
bit of information about the benefits of your offer. This is also called your
landing page’s value propostion. Every piece of your page is a possible
conversion point. If your visitor only read the subhead, would it be enough
to entice them to complete the form? You want to add some context to
your offer. Why is this offer valuable to your visitor? In our numbered
example above, visitors discover that there’s more to social media than
simply monitoring, and that you can nurture leads with social media lead
intelligence. This should help them realize that the ebook promoted on the
page will teach them smarter social media.

4

Value

In many cases, your subheader and context won’t be quite enough to
motivate your visitor he or she should make a purchase or download your
offer. Use the rest of the text on your landing page to clearly and simply
explain the value of your offer. Use bullet points to demonstrate concrete
takeaways, break up large blocks of text, and keep your copy brief and
to-the-point. Specifically, what will a person take away from your offer?
Will they learn how to do something? Become more knowledgeable about
a specific topic? Build a better mousetrap? In our example, visitors will
receive a “41-page guide.” No question about it!
Share This Ebook!
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5

Image

90% of information transmitted to the brain is visual, and visuals are
processed 60,000X faster in the brain than text. If there’s anything these
stats teach us, it’s that it’s always wise to include a relevant image on your
landing page. Try to match then that image with the offer. For example,
if you’re offering an ebook or a webinar, show a cover of the ebook or a
screenshot of the webinar’s presentation cover slide. This will give your
landing page visitors a tangible idea of what they’ll receive.

6

Lead-Capture Form

Your lead-capture form is the place your page visitors will supply
information in exchange for your offer. It’s also what converts those visitors
into precious sales leads. As a best practice, only ask for information you
need from your leads in order to effectively follow up with and/or qualify
them. Generally, longer forms will result in fewer but more qualified leads,
and shorter forms will result in more but less qualified leads. An easy
solution to this is Smart Forms. Smart Forms autofill fields that a returning
visitor has already entered. This means that a returning visitor will see a
shorter form with less friction the second time they return to a page, since
the software has already saved their previous submission information.

Share This Ebook!
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USE SMART FIELDS
TO SHORTEN FORMS

Your landing pages
are seen by a
multitude of different
people with different
needs and interests.
HubSpot’s Smart
Content enables
components of your
landing page to shift
based on the past
experiences of the
person looking at it.

HOW TO OPTIMIZE LANDING PAGES

REQUEST A DEMO

WATCH VIDEO

3 Smart Fields: Automatically remove any form fields for which you
already have information on a lead.

3 Smart CTAs: Change your offer or call-to-action based on where a
lead is in his or her decision process.

3 Smart Images: Shift an image on your page to reflect what you know
about a lead’s industry or other profile details.

Share This Ebook!
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7

Privacy Policy Link

Include a link to your business’ privacy policy on your landing page or
directly within your lead-capture form to give your visitors peace of mind.
Visitors are protective of their personal information, and rightly so. Too
many people are spammed with emails and phone calls when they haven’t
opted into such. But, don’t just provide visitors with your company’s
privacy policy to quell their anxiety. Be sure that you actually are a
trustworhy source, and don’t sell customer information to other vendors.
This should positively impact the performance of your landing page and
build a reputation for credibility among your loyal customers.

8

Submit Button

At the bottom of your lead-capture form should be a submission button.
This button is the actual call-to-action button on your landing page. Be
sure this button employs specific action words so your visitors clearly
understand what they have to do to obtain the offer you’re presenting.
Avoid using a general word like ‘submit.’ Eliminate any vagueness, and
instead indicate exactly what action your visitors must take. If they’re going
to receive an ebook, use a word like ‘download.’ If visitors are signing
up for a 25% off coupon, use a phrase like ‘access coupon.’ If they’re
receiving a free product trial, try using the phrase ‘sign up.’

Share This Ebook!
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9

Social Sharing Buttons/Links

Enable visitors to easily share your landing pages with their connections
by including social media sharing links or buttons. Include buttons for
social networks like Facebook, LinkedIn, Twitter, and the like. Don’t forget
to include a share button for email, too. It may not be “social,” but email
forwarding and sharing helps spread your content across more audiences.
Don’t miss out on this simple opportunity to extend the reach of your
landing page and the content it offers beyond your direct network and
reach. More visibility will lead to more landing page traffic and, ultimately,
more leads!

Now that you’ve mastered the anatomy of a landing page, you’re ready to
move on to some more advanced techniques for optimizing your landing
pages. The next chapter of this ebook will cover A/B testing, to measure
the effectiveness of your landing page design.
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CHAPTER 3

A/B TEsting
your landing
pages
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The Value of A/B Testing
While A/B testing can seem intimidating at first - many of us became
marketers to avoid reading spreadsheets all day long – we promise
you’ll learn to love the results of A/B testing in terms of producing real
improvements in your landing page conversion rates!
A/B testing eliminates hypothetical discussions about how your audience
will respond to different landing page elements, and replaces them with
hard evidence on where visitors actually clicked on your pages, and what
copy actually converts leads.
Running A/B tests on your landing pages is a great way to learn how to
drive more traffic to your website and generate more leads from current
visitors. Just a few small tweaks to a landing page can significantly affect
the number of leads your company attracts.
In fact, A/B testing of landing pages can generate up to 30-40% more
leads for B2B sites and 20-25% more leads for eCommerce sites!

Knowledge Check: What is A/B Testing?
A/B testing, also known as split testing, is a method
of testing through which marketing variables are
compared to each other to identify the one that brings
a better response rate. In this context, the element that
is being testing is called “control” and the element that
Share This Ebook!
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Such increases in lead generation can provide a huge competitive
advantage for your company. In fact, chances are your competitors aren’t
doing A/B testing right.

only 40% of
marketers
validate test
results.

40%

60%

MarketingSherpa Landing
Page Optimization Benchmark
Survey, 2011

“In our ROI-driven world of digital marketing, testing without calculating
statistical significance of the data is not much different than not testing at
all,” writes MarketingSherpa in its report.
With such an effective lead generation tool, you can easily create more
opportunities for your sales team. With the right software, A/B testing
costs next to nothing to implement. While A/B testing can sometimes
uncover more complex site elements that need revising, it also uncovers
dramatic results from quick and simple changes. In other words, if you’re
not A/B testing, you’re missing out on some serious lead generation some of which can produce massive conversion gains.
Share This Ebook!
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What Elements Should I Test?
As you build landing pages, you’ve probably wondered
about the elements you can test and optimize to
increase conversion rates. Should you change the
background color of the landing page? How can you
modify the language on the page to attract the most
clicks? What if you removed all images from your
landing page?

Not all variables are created equal, and some may
prove more worthy of your time than others. It’s
important to identify which elements you should
spend the most time testing and optimizing. In this
section we will review both areas that are critical,
and some that are less critical for lead generation.
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Elements that You Can Optimize

on a landing page:
offer

copy

Share This Ebook!
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Start your optimization process by identifying
what types of offers convert the most visitors into
leads, and which offers help you push leads down

offers

the sales funnel.
For instance at HubSpot, we discovered that ebooks perform better than
webinars in converting visitors to leads, but webinars do better than
ebooks in converting leads to customers. That has led us to maintain a
balanced mix of content. We characterize offers with high customer close
rates, such as consultations and demos, as middle-of-the-funnel offers.
You can also test different topics and find out how they compare at driving
business results. This could be done by doing a split test promotion of
two topics to a single email list, and see which topic generates more
conversions.
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How should you position your offer? What messaging

copy

will entice your reader? Should you add testimonials
to strengthen the visitor’s incentive?
People looking for information online will pay

attention to the description of your offer on the landing page. Experiment
with different landing page copy to help you drive more conversions.
For instance, bullet points and data-driven content have traditionally
performed well for us at HubSpot. Start with a radical test in which you
compare a short, one-paragraph long description to longer, but still
valuable copy to determine which kind of content works best for your
audience.
For dramatic results, consider a whole page
redesign - where you A/B test two separate pages.
It is a lot of effort to come up with two designs, but
this kind of test is a fast way to make exponential

whole
page

improvements to your conversion rates.
Whole page tests can compage overall image placement, form length and
copy. Once you have statistically significant results pointing to the variation
that performed better, you can continue optimizing through smaller
tweaks.
Share This Ebook!
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Now what about your lead capture form? Should it

Form
Fields

only request an email address, or should it ask for
more information?
Think carefully about what content you want to gate

behind your forms. Inbound marketers are divided on gating content whether to place content behind a form or keep it form-free for all the
world to see. Some feel that forms create friction in the lead generation
process, while others believe that forms are essential for qualifying traffic
and prioritizing work for the sales organization.
Although we’ve unveiled Smart Fields as a good solution, landing page
A/B testing enables you to evaluate how your audience reacts to different
questions--what prospects are willing to answer and what information they
would rather not share. Form fields help you qualify leads and nurture
them. With form-free content, you have to relinquish more lead nurturing
control -- you didn’t ask for their information, so how can you get back in
touch with them unless they bookmark your site?
Whatever content you gate, make sure to minimize the friction in your
forms. To maximize conversions, research shows you want to keep the
number of fields between three and seven total fields.
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13 Additional Landing Page
Elements to A/B Test
Beyond the macro-level points outlined above, there are various elements
of a landing page that can be A/B tested. Here are 13 to consider.

1

Headline
Find out if a punchier headline works, or if you are better off using
a descriptive, clarifying headline. Does different language or
messaging change your clickthrough rates?

2
3

Form Field Names
Are prospects getting confused when trying to fill out your form? Are
there clearer ways to label the fields on your form?
Form Button Color
Is there a color that could be more eye-catching? Alternatively, is
your current button distracting, and causing people to abandon your
landing page?

4

Form Button Size
Is the size of your button too small for people to find? Or is it so
large it overwhelms the explanatory copy and other elements?

Share This Ebook!
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5

Form Button Copy
Does your button copy inspire people to click it? Does it clearly
explain what will happen after the submission?
Form Headline

6

Does your form headline clearly portray your message? Which
headline provides the lowest landing page abandonment rate?

Image

7

Is your image engaging? Is it relevant to your offer? Or is it
confusing landing page visitors?

Captions on Images

8
9

Does adding a caption to your image help clarify it? Or does it
distract people from filling out the form?

Copy and Headline Font Size
Is the headline bold enough so page visitors can orient themselves
quickly on your landing page?
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Use of Video
Would a video help demonstrate your value proposition, causing more
people to complete your form?

11

Use of Social Follow Buttons
Have you included social follow buttons on the landing page to
generate followers? Do these buttons actually distract people by
bringing them to your social media sites instead? Are they best served
on your thank-you page?

12

Use of Testimonials
Does the inclusion of customer testimonials help you convert more
leads? Where on the page should they reside? Do they only help
with certain offers, like case studies or buying guides?

13

Use of Third-Party Seals of Approval
Does adding a VeriSign seal or Better Business Bureau seal
of approval make people more comfortable submitting their
information to you?
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Analyzing Your A/B Test Results
However you choose to conduct your A/B tests, in order to analyze your
results, you need to track and evaluate your results. The most common
metric to review is the clickthrough rate of your form ‘submit’ button, which
will indicate that page’s conversion rate. Then, you’ll need to compare
conversion rates for each of the page variables you test. Before coming
to any strong conclusions, you’ll also need to make sure that your results
are statistically significant to determine if any difference you see between
variables is what truly influenced the change in people’s behavior.
To determine if your test is statistically significant, you need to compare
the p-value and significance level of your test with some complicated
math, but luckily there are tools on the internet that will do it for you.
Check out this free A/B Testing Calculator for a quick and easy test.
HubSpot’s Landing Pages tool also allows you to easily A/B test and review
performance metrics.
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Applying Your A/B Test Results
If you find statistically significant results from your A/B tests, be sure to
make the appropriate changes to your landing page to incorporate the
higher-performing variation. Applying these changes should help increase
your conversion rates so you can generate more leads.
Keep in mind, just when you think you’ve tested
anything and everything on your landing page,
it’s probably (almost) time to start testing again.
People’s behavior changes often, and certain
language or copy that was once hot can easily
become stale if overused by your industry or
competitors. The benefit of frequent testing is
that you can stay on top of the latest trends and
best practices.
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A/B TEST & ANALYZE
LANDING PAGES

No matter how well your
pages are performing,
there’s always room to
test ideas and improve
conversions. HubSpot
helps you do that.
HubSpot’s A/B testing
and analytics allow
you to try out different
headlines, images and
calls-to-action to see
which perform best.

REQUEST A DEMO

3 Test any element on a page.
3 Easily switch between versions for simple editing.
Track the conversion rates and leads generated for each
3 landing page variation.
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CHAPTER 5

optimizing
your thankyou page
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Thank-You Page

After your newly converted leads fill out a form, you
should always send them to a “thank-you” page,
which delivers the content you have promised on
the landing page. This is where you bring back the
navigation and direct people to other parts of your
site, or more offers in which they may be interested.
Just as with landing pages, there are a number
of distinct strategies that you can use to optimize
your thank-you pages. The four most important
components of an effective thank-you page are
access to your offer, social media sharing links,
secondary calls-to-action and auto-response emails.
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1

Access to your offer

First of all, your visitor has just taken the time to complete your form, and
has decided to download your content or sign up for your offer. Begin by
making sure you cover the conventional purpose of the “thank-you page”
and say thank you!
It is also a good idea to include
the title of the offer in the title of
your thank-you page to reassure
the viewer that they are on the
correct page. Then, if applicable,

THANK YOU!

provide a means to download or
view your content.
This may take the form of a
link to the PDF of a whitepaper
or embedding a video in the thank-you page itself. If the offer revolves
around a consultation, be sure to set expectations and explain to people if
they should expect a phone call or a message in their email inbox.
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2

Social media sharing

Next, add social media sharing links. As important as these are to have
on your landing pages, they are even more important to include on your
thank-you pages. Think about it – your visitor has actually decided to
download your content, which means that they are now more likely to
share what they have read, watched, or signed up for with others in their
network.
But make sure that your share
buttons link to your landing page,
not your thank-you page – otherwise
your viewers will have access to your
content without filling out your form and
you’ll be missing out on valuable lead

^

generation.
One quick and simple way to make it even more likely that your viewers
will use the share buttons is to have the downloaded content open in a
new tab or new window. This gives them a chance to read or otherwise
consume your content without closing out of the thank-you page. After
they have enjoyed your content, they can return to your still-open page,
now more inclined to share. If you would rather focus solely on getting your
content read, you can simply open it in the same window.
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Another great optimization strategy for social media links on your thankyou page is to customize their messages. These can be the same as the
ones on your landing page for that offer, or you can tailor the message.
Setting up the message to convey that the person sharing your content
has just read your material and is clearly recommending downloading your
content makes it more likely that others will do so. Check out this example
of a customized “Tweet This” message:

Just read @HubSpot’s ebook on optimizing landing pages! You
should too. http://bitly.com/14vMlC0

If you click on the message,
it’ll set up a tweet you can
send right now!
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3

Calls-to-action

While saying thank you and providing a way to access your content are the
primary purposes of your thank-you page, suggesting next steps for your
new lead is a critical marketing opportunity. Bring back the navigation
that you removed on your landing page on your thank you page. This will
enable your lead to browse through other parts of your website and learn
more about your company.
When optimizing your thankyou page, it is also possible to
include calls-to-actions that
suggest ways to connect with
your company or other offers
that might interest your reader.
Examples of strong calls-toaction include: “Subscribe to
Our Blog,” “Connect With Us on
Facebook,” or “Sign Up for Our
30-Day Free Trial.” The latter
you saw in action on the thankyou page for this very offer.
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You can also take this one step further and customize your call-toactions based on the specific offer. For instance, the call-to-action on the
thank-you page for HubSpot’s 27 Pre-Designed Calls-to-Action for Your
Customization PowerPoint template, highlighted earlier in this ebook,
prompts visitors to track their CTAs in real time with HubSpot’s free CTA
tool. Note how it takes advantage of the viewer’s expressed interest
in creating CTAs, and emphasizes that specific aspect of the HubSpot
software, instead of just recommending the trial in a general sense.

The bottom line is to make sure you include at least one strong call-toaction on your thank-you page to optimize for conversion, and ensure it’s
seamlessly tied with your initial offer. That’s how you create a marketing
flow that people love.
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CHAPTER 6

Sharing
your landing
pages
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Social media isn’t the end-all-be-all,
but it offers marketers unparalleled
opportunity to participate in relevant
ways. It also provides a launchpad for
other marketing tactics. Social media
is not an island. It’s a high-power
engine on the larger marketing ship.
-Matt Dickman, technomarketer.typepad.com

”

Social media isn’t just for liking funny pictures or tweeting what you ate

for breakfast. Social media is an emerging channel that many businesses
are taking advantage of. It is also a great way to drive new traffic to your
landing pages.
In fact, according to our 2011 State of Inbound Marketing report, 41%
of B2B marketers and 67% of B2C marketers have generated a new
customer from Facebook alone.
Here are two options for how you can make your landing pages sharable
across various social media platforms to generate similar, or greater,
results.
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How to Set Up Sharing Links
OPTION 1: Customize Them Yourself
There are a couple different ways to set up social media share links.
The first is to make them yourself by creating a link on each social
media site. The benefit of setting up your share links manually is that
you can customize the language around your offer.
To set up your share links manually, hyperlink your text and/or images
with the following:

FACEBOOK
http://www.
facebook.com/share.
php?u=[INSERT URL
HERE]

LINKEDIN

TWITTER

http://www.
linkedin.com/
shareArticle?mini=true
&amp;url=[INSERT
URL]

https://twitter.
com/intent/
tweet?text=[INSERT
TWEET HERE]

Use the URL for your landing page in every location that reads “INSERT”
here. The shared links on these sites will display the meta description
of your page as the default text for the post. This means that your meta
descriptions should be optimized for both search and sharing. For Twitter,
be sure to include both text AND copy.
Share This Ebook!
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OPTION 2: Use the Official Icons
The other option for setting up social media sharing links is to use the
official icons from each site. Visit each social media site you’d like to
incorporate in your share links, and you should be able to find code to
embed on your page. Or check out our blog post, The Ultimate Cheat
Sheet for Creating Social Media Buttons.
Although you can’t customize the link text with this option, it’s slightly
simpler, arguably more stylistic, and most importantly, it has the major
benefit of social proof. Social proof is a big advantage, but either of these
two options can be effective. Don’t forget that the quality of your content
will be the biggest factor in determining how much it is shared, not the setup of your share links. That said, choose the method that works best for
you, or try testing both and see which one generates more sharing.

Knowledge Check: What is Social Proof?
Social proof is the concept of displaying the number
of likes, tweets, shares, and so on, to visitors of your
page in order to provide them with a measure of
the popularity of your content. Seeing that others
have downloaded and shared your content indicates
that others have enjoyed it, and serves as a strong
psychological influence on your visitors.
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Optimizing Tweets for Sharing Links
As we mentioned, Twitter gives you the opportunity to customize tweets
for your share links. Even though you are limited to 140 characters,
there are three main components you’ll want to include in your tweet.
.An @Mention of Your Company

1

It’s important to include this from a branding perspective, in
order to spread the message about your company along with
your offer.
The Title of Your Offer

2

Make sure to include the name or a description of why someone
would want to read, watch, or sign up for it. This will serve as the
“body” of your tweet.
A Link to Your Landing Page

3

Your goal is to direct more viewers to your landing page, so
you should always include a link in your tweets. Use a bit.ly to
shorten the URL, or let Twitter shorten your link automatically.

In summary, you should include social media sharing links on your landing
pages (and thank-you pages), and optimize your tweets to provide clear
information about your offer and a direct means of accessing the landing
page to download it or sign up for it.
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CHAPTER 6

TYING PAGES
TO LEAD
NURTURING
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LeadturiNG
Nur paigns
cam

So you’ve built and optimized your landing pages, and now you’re
generating leads. Great! But your marketing doesn’t stop there.
Lead nurturing provides a way for you to develop a relationship with
your leads in a timely and effective manner. The two most important
characteristics of a good lead nurturing campaign are timing and
targeting. Research shows that 50% of leads are qualified but not ready
to buy. So if you are not nurturing them, you are simply burning money!

F
“
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When it comes to lead
nurturing, generating
leads is only half the
battle - once a prospect
has become a lead,
it’s your job to find a
way to pull them down
the sales funnel. Lead
nurturing is the linchpin in the process of converting leads into customers.

Why is lead nurturing important?
Lead nurturing emails get 4 -10 times the response rate of standalone
email blasts, according to a Silverpop/Demandgen report. According to
Forrester, companies that excel at lead nurturing generate 50% more
sales-ready leads.
This data demonstrates the power of targeting. As we mentioned earlier,
getting the right message to the right group and at the right time is the
goal of all great marketing.
But purchase decisions take time. To get started in lead nurturing, you
need to understand timing and targeting. Let’s dive deeper into each.
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TIMING
Establishing contact quickly is key to
actually connecting with your leads. In
fact, 78% of sales that start with a web
inquiry get won by the first company
that responds. Don’t wait too long to
nurture your leads – response rates
decline as the age of a lead increases.
Ideally, you should have the email send
within a day of the visitor converting to
a lead.

“

78% of sales that start with a
web inquiry get won by the first
company that responds.

”

Source: MIT Study with Inside Sales
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targeting
Even more important than timing is targeting your emails. Your messages
should be appropriately designed, address the reason you have the
person’s email address, and appeal to their needs and interests.
Segmenting your leads into lead nurturing campaigns based on the type
of offer they download allows you to target your follow-up based on the
specific conversion event. You can then use this information to tailor
subsequent nurturing emails to their interests. In your emails, include
calls-to-action to other offers that will educate your leads on similar topics,
or anything that is relevant to their expressed preferences.

1
2
For example, if a visitor converts on an offer for a coupon on “25% Off Your
Next Hand Bag Purchase,” perhaps next time we’ll invite offer than 10%
off a similar styled hand bag.
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CHAPTER 7

CLOSING THE
LOOP WITH
LANDING PAGE
ANALYTICS
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Using Landing Page Analytics
Now that you’ve optimized your landing pages for conversion, you need to
understand how your efforts actually impacted page performance.
The only way to truly measure the results of your efforts is to look at your
performance data. These numbers can be found in various analytics tools,
but it’s important to look specifically at landing page analytics.
At HubSpot, we’re frequently
asked what the right
conversion or clickthrough-rate
on a page is. Unfortunately,
every website, audience,
and business varies to such
an extent that it’s hard to
pin down a single industry
conversion rate. But what
we can pinpoint are the
critical metrics you should be
measuring.
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4 Critical Landing Page Metrics to

Monitor & report on
Now that you have optimized your landing pages, you have critical metrics
under your optimization belt. How do you analyze these numbers and
prove their value?
Justifying the success of your optimization efforts is crucial for getting
executive buy in. A recent Fournaise Marketing Group study indicated that
73% of CEOs don’t believe that marketing drives demand and revenue.
Delivering your site productivity couched in numbers that matter to your
C-Suite is the way to bridge this gap. But it’s easy to get lost in the weeds
when building your page analytic reports. Next, we’ll review the metrics
you need to showcase the value of your landing pages.

F
“

73% of CEOs
don’t believe
that marketing
drives demand
and revenue.

”

Source: Fournaise Marketing Group
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1

Views

This is the metric we don’t have to tell you to monitor. Many marketers
already obsess over these numbers. Not only are views the easiest
number to understand and explain, it’s also the easiest number to find.
This number will reveal if your offer is of interest and promoted well. If
your offer is getting a lot of views, but not many submissions (discussed
next), it could be an issue with the landing page. This may mean you need
to focus on optimizing it or it may mean aligning it better with the call-toaction on the page. This is why we went over A/B testing earlier! Use page
analytics to inform your landing page test plans.
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2

Submission Rate

Monitor the view-to-submission conversion rate of landing pages
religiously. This is a calculation of how many people filled out your form
after viewing your page. If, for example, 100 people visited your landing
page, and two filled out your form, you have a 20% conversion rate.
Here are the specific variables to consider:

• .Offer Type: The conversion rates vary by offer type. Historically at
HubSpot, we see our ebooks perform at a higher conversion rate than our
webinars. As you create more landing pages, you may notice particular
offers do better than others.

• .Channel: Notice that if you look at conversion rate by channel (e.g.,
organic, email, social), these numbers will vary as well. When analyzing
the submission rate of landing page, dive into how the page has been
promoted and see how that looks from channel to channel.

• .Segment: With the creation of targeted landing pages for specific
audiences, converstion rates may trend differently for each persona.

• .Timing: When we initially release an offer, thanks to its freshness, it
tends to see the highest conversion rate it would get in its lifetime. After a
few months, that conversion rate will naturally decline or plateau.
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3

Raw Number of New Leads/Contacts

While the submission rate previously mentioned is important, that number
encompasses just that -- everyone who clicks “submit” on your form. This
could include customers, repeat leads, and so on. You should also be
measuring how many net new leads -- or in other words, new contacts
in your database -- each landing page is driving. This will serve as an
accurate representation of how many new people you attracted each
month, how many new people you are adding to your contacts database.
There’s only one important variable to consider for this metric:

• .Promotion: Sometimes you will see low lead numbers even if your
marketing offer was outstanding and everyone who arrived on the landing
page downloaded it. Dive into the results. Perhaps it didn’t get enough
exposure to a new audience, or maybe your marketing channels were
promoting other content instead. For instance, the top five offers that
generated the most new leads for HubSpot in October were all produced
earlier that year -- in other words, they weren’t new.

+ UUU
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4

New Contacts Rate

In addition to the raw number of new leads/contacts, we should also
compare the actual new contacts rate. This number is the percent of total
submissions (completed forms) that are new. If the landing page garnered
10 submissions on the page, and only five of those 10 people were new
submits, then our new contacts rate would be 50%.
Here are the specific variables to consider:

• Channel: You will notice that some offers have a really high landing page
conversion rate, but not a very strong new contacts rate. This means your
offer is compelling but its promotion was to an existing audience (maybe
your email list or blog subscribers). If you wanted to boost the second
number, you will have to leverage other channels such as paid, organic or
social.

• Sharing: If people don’t share your marketing offer, they won’t bring new
contacts to your page. Look at your submission rate, and if you see that
that number is low, then it’s natural for you to see a low number of new
contacts rate as well. You can help enhance sharing by including social
share buttons on your landing page, in the emails you send about the
offer, or on the blog posts you use to promote the offer.
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Setting Benchmark Metrics
Once you start tracking these numbers, you need to compare them to
past performance in order to truly know if your efforts have been worth
it. Therefore it’s important to calculate your business benchmarks. These
benchmarks are simply the average of every metric aforementioned.
By taking the average of your past performance, you can see if all the
optimization work you’re putting in is beneficial.
For example, let’s say you had five landing pages that each had a 40%
submission rate. Naturally, your average in this very basic example is 40%.
Now if, after your optimization work, your landing pages begin seeing an
average 50% submission rate, you know you’ve improved!
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Putting a Dollar Value On Your Pages
Fortunately, landing page analytic tools, like HubSpot’s, do a great job of
compiling reports with all these metrics in an easy-to-read format. These
reports make it easy to measure your overall site success, and justify your
landing page ROI to yourself, and your executive team.
Once you have your overall landing
page data, do some analysis, and
convert these numbers into terms
that matter to your executives.
How much is a new lead worth to
your company? If a new lead is worth
$10 to your overall revenue, and a
new offer page is now delivering 400
new leads a month, that’s $48,000
of new annual revenue that this
one offer page is producing for your
company!

F
$

Parsing your marketing analytics using hard numbers is a great way to
make all your optimization efforts tangible.
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Putting Your Measurement Into Action
As we discussed in chapter one, landing pages provide unparalleled
insight into your marketing strategy.
Once you have identified the right timing and targeting for your lead
nurturing efforts, use landing page analytics to determine what content
should go to what audience.
Prospects at different stages of the buying cycle have different needs. As
we discussed earlier, accurately targeting content is the best way to make
sure you get the right message to the right person at the right time.
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Landing pages are crucial for effective lead generation, but optimizing
them doesn’t stop after choosing clear wording and deciding how to best
structure your forms. Once you’ve implemented the basic principles, you
can take your landing pages to the next level.

In summary, here are some of the key takeaways for further optimization:
• .Master the essentials of landing page optimization to maximize your
lead generation potential.
• .Use A/B testing to compare different variations of your landing page
elements and determine which ones result in higher visitor-to-lead
conversion rates.
•.Direct your leads to thank-you pages to provide calls-to-action for
additional offers.
• .Set up well-timed and closely-targeted lead nurturing campaigns to
follow up and engage with your newly-converted leads.
•.Include social media share buttons on your landing pages to encourage
visitors to spread the word about your offers.
•.Optimize the tweets in your share links to provide clear information
about your offer and a direct means of accessing your landing page.
Got it? Awesome! Now get optimizing and start reeling in those leads.
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build better
landing pages
Start creating, measuring,
and optimizing your landing
pages. Find out how you
can do that efficiently in a
free demo of HubSpot’s allin-one software.

http://bitly.com/HubSpot-Demo
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